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As a principal of Quantum and registered architect, Tom is active in the 

day to day function of the firm as well as assuring the quality and 

reliability of design and code issues.  He is also instrumental in solving 

problems for our clients through the analytical side of the design 

process.  His forte is strategic planning and information management—

the ability to affect the future by planning and organizing today.  

Tom is continually looking for ways to improve efficiency by      

exploring “what if” scenarios and strategies, and ways to create a better 

way from a client-centered perspective.  His strength and leadership in 

strategic programming and planning, as well as information 

management, have been instrumental in helping Fortune 500 companies 

such as Allison Transmission move at the speed of change.  While 

working with Allison, Tom streamlined the management and 

organization of the office facilities by developing time-saving processes 

in space planning and move management.   

Tom has worked with Ivy Tech Community College on various projects 

including a new facility in Logansport, Indiana.  Based on their study of 

the new site, which has many positive and several negative attributes, 

Tom and the project team developed a master plan for the new 

campus.  The team integrated their findings from initial user interviews 

and the programming process in order to identify the big-picture vision 

of the leadership and community.  It takes a complete understanding of 

the vision to develop a successful solution. 
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